Title: DATA-BEARING MEDIUM

Abstract: A data-bearing medium is disclosed. The data-bearing medium includes a section of cells having a set of opposite-shifted clusters. The cells include a combination of opposite shifts of the set of opposite-shifted clusters, which represent a single value.
DATA-BEARING MEDIUM

Background

[0001] Data-bearing media can include data-bearing images, data-bearing magnetic media, data-bearing optical media, and other media. Examples of data-bearing images can include linear barcodes, matrix barcodes, and data-bearing halftone images such as visually significant barcodes. Data-bearing halftone images can convey digital information through printing and imaging via selectively manipulating and then interpreting the halftone structure associated with a given carrier image.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0002] Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of data-bearing medium.
[0003] Figure 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating another example data-bearing medium.
[0004] Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example method of encoding a payload onto a data-bearing medium.
[0005] Figure 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example data-bearing medium such as the example data-bearing media of Figures 1 and 2.
[0006] Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating an example set of highlight and shadow clusters of sizes one to sixteen.
[0007] Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of collections of highlight clusters of sizes one to fifteen, which can be used with the example data-bearing media of Figures 1 and 2.
[0008] Figure 7 is a diagram illustrating an example of other collections of highlight clusters of sizes one to fifteen, which can be used with the example data-bearing media of Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 8 is a diagram illustrating an example of collections of the highlight clusters of sizes one to fifteen of Figure 5, which example collections can be used with the example data-bearing media of Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 9 is a schematic diagram of an example encoding system for generating example data-bearing media of Figures 1 and 2 such as via example method of Figure 3.

Detailed Description

Data-bearing halftone images, such as visually significant barcodes, provide an effective mechanism to embed high capacity data in halftone images that can be more aesthetically pleasing than barcodes. Data-bearing halftone images can convey information in existing images on labels or pages as an alternative to additional barcodes. This information can be encoded in the halftone of a carrier image by selectively shifting halftone clusters, or repositioning the cluster, to carry bits of a digital payload. The small size and large number of halftone cells in a printed carrier image can provide for information densities of over 2000 bits per square inch. Data readers can interpret the shifts of the halftone clusters in the image to reproduce the payload.

The process of halftoning transforms an image of greater amplitude resolution, such as a continuous tone image, into an image with lesser amplitude resolution, such as black or white dots or other multi-tonal combination. For example, halftoning is used to transform a grayscale photograph into a picture on the page of a newspaper. One example of halftoning includes clustered-dot halftones in which the dots vary in size at regular intervals in the image. Clustered-dot halftones can be distinguished from dispersed-dot halftones in which the size of the dot is held constant but the intervals between the dots of the image are varied. A clustered-dot halftone image or portion of an image can be formed from a contiguous array of cells each including a colored cluster of a selected size.
[0013] In a clustered-dot halftone image, colored clusters can be formed inside of or with respect to a two-dimensional threshold array. A threshold array can be comprised of a number of cells in which a dot cluster will form. An example of a cell used for illustration includes a square matrix of / by / pixels. For instance, a four-by-four cell includes sixteen pixels, and a cluster can include one or more of the pixels of a selected color in a multi-tonal combination. The clusters in clustered-dot patterns are nucleated in pixel groups of various sizes. For example, a square matrix of / by / pixels can include one of / cluster sizes. A cluster size of one can be a cell having one pixel that is a first color of a multi-tonal combination, such as black in a black/white color combination, and the remaining pixels are colored a second color of the multi-tonal color combination, such as white. Generally, a cluster size of / can be a cell of / pixels having / pixels in the first color and any remaining pixels ( / - /) in the second color in which / ≥ /.

[0014] In all but a cluster size of / pixels in a cell of / by / pixels, the cluster can be mapped onto a cell to include different groupings of pixels within the cell. For example, a cluster size of one can be mapped onto any one of the sixteen pixels within a four-by-four cell. A cluster of size one can adopt one of sixteen positions within the cell, and each one of these sixteen positions is shifted from the other fifteen possible positions. A shift repositions the cluster of a given size within the cell or with respect to the cell boundaries.

[0015] Selected shifts of a cluster have been used to carry data. A cluster that can shift between two positions within a cell can carry one binary digit, or bit, of data. In a rudimentary example, a given cluster in a first position or shifted in a first direction within a cell can carry a bit value of zero while a shifted version of the cluster of the same size in a second position or shifted in a second direction within the cell can carry a bit value of one. An array of cells in at least a portion of the data-bearing image can thus carry a string of bits. This string of bits can be referred to as a raw payload or, for the purposes of this application, as a payload. In some examples, a cluster can be mapped or repositioned to several different pixel shift positions and can carry more than one bit of information. Systems that produce cluster-dot halftone images can selectively shift the
clusters within the cells or with respect to the cell boundaries according to a
selected payload when generating the data-bearing halftone image, and image
readers that interpret the shifts within the halftone cells can recover the payload.

[0016] An example system for producing shifts in cluster dot cells employs
circular encoding. In circular encoding, the payload can be recovered from an
arbitrarily selected contiguous portion of the code, or cropped portion of the
image, without prior knowledge of the carrier image. In order to allow robust
data recovery from any portion of the image, a relatively large amount of cells
throughout the image are intended to carry data. Additionally, coding techniques
also attempt to avoid fiducials or end-of-payload symbols so as to promote
image aesthetics.

[0017] Existing data generating and recovery techniques for clustered-dot data-
bearing halftone images, however, can include limitations as to which clusters
can carry data via shifting, particularly when the shifting is confined to other
positions inside a single cell. Note, a cluster size of \( \hat{p} \) pixels in a cell of \( \ell \times \ell \)
pixels is either all black or all white, or other single color of a bi-tonal
combination, and in that setting, thus does not carry data via shifting. For a four-
by-four cell having sixteen pixels, a cluster size of sixteen pixels is a cell having
a single color, which cannot be shifted within the cell boundaries.

[0018] Further, not all cluster sizes resulting from a selected dither threshold
array have the same freedom to move within a cell. Some larger sizes of cluster
configurations translate some pixels of the cluster out of the cell or outside of
the cell boundaries if the cluster is shifted by one pixel position. Such limitation
makes it difficult to recover data for cluster sizes in the midrange of an image. In
a technique in which all pixels of an arbitrarily selected contiguous image are
expected to carry data such as circular encoding, the inability to encode data in
a relatively large amount of cluster sizes while retaining a shifted cluster pattern
within the boundaries of a call can impede robust data recovery in aesthetically
pleasing data-bearing images.

[0019] Existing data generating and recovery techniques for clustered-dot data-
bearing halftone images can also include limitations in the ability to detect shifts
without the benefits of fiducials or reference images. While fiducials and
reference images allow a decoder system to readily detect cell boundaries and thus shifts with respect to cell boundaries, fiducials detract from the image and reference images place additional overheads on the decoder system. Without fiducials or a reference image, however, decoding techniques attempt to infer cell boundaries, which can be difficult in regions with all clusters shifted in one direction.

[0020] Figure 1 illustrates an example data-bearing medium 100, such as a region of a data-bearing halftone image, having a plurality of cells 102. The cells 102 have at least one cluster size selected from a set of opposite-shifted clusters. For example, a cell / by / pixels can include 4 pixels, and the set of opposite shift clusters can include sizes of one to (4 - 1). A cell of four-by-four pixels can include clusters of sizes one to fifteen. The cells 102 can include a pair of opposite shifts of the set of opposite-shifted clusters, which represents a single value. For example, one of the pair of opposite shifts can include a cell having a cluster of a first shift 104 and cell having a cluster of a second shift 106. Shifts can include the cluster repositioned in a portion of cell or with respect to conceptual cell boundaries. For example, clusters 104 are positioned in a first portion of the cell, such as the upper left corner of the cell in the illustration, and clusters 106 are positioned in a second portion of the cell, such as the lower right corner of the cell in the illustration. The position of the cluster with respect to the cell boundaries can be determined by a number of data recovery techniques, such as locating the centroid of the cluster with respect to the conceptual cell boundary. In each case, clusters 104, 106 carry a value, such as a bit, and the bit value is the same -- either zero or one. For example, clusters of the first shift 104 and clusters of the second shift 106 each carry a bit value of zero.

[0021] In one example, at least one of the cells 102 on the data-bearing medium 100 a cluster of the first shift and the remaining cells representing the value have clusters of the second shift. In another example, half of the cells 102 on the data-bearing medium representing the value can be clusters of the first shift 104 and the other half of the cells 102 representing the value can be clusters of the second shift 106. In a more general example, number of cells 102 featuring
a first shift 104 and the numbers of cells 102 featuring the second shift 104 varies cluster to cluster. In yet another example, the data-bearing medium can include a selected area captured in by a data-recovery system. In still another example, the each cell 102 of the value, such as along a line of the data-bearing medium 100, alternates between a cluster of the first shift 104 and a cluster of the second shift 106. Other examples are contemplated.

[0022] Figure 2 illustrates an example data-bearing medium 200, such as a region of a data-bearing halftone image, having a plurality of cells 202. The data-bearing medium 200 can include a payload encoded in a (typically much-larger) carrier image. The cells 202 can be included as part of a clustered-dot halftone of the carrier image. The example data-bearing medium 200 includes eight adjacent cells 202 and each of the cells 202 includes a four-by-four matrix of sixteen pixels for illustration with cell boundaries as indicated also for illustration. Each cell 202 may be conceptually separated into different portions, such as quadrants - for instance, each cell 202 of the four by four matrix example can include an upper left or Northwest quadrant, an upper right or Northeast quadrant, a lower right or Southeast quadrant, and a lower left or Southwest quadrant - of four pixels each. In one example, the eight-cell region of the data-bearing halftone image as illustrated may represent a window captured with a data recovery system.

[0023] The data-bearing medium 200 includes a first section of a plurality of cells 204 having at least one of a set of first opposite-shifted clusters 206 representing a first value 230. The first value 230 can be a bit value. By way of illustration, the first section of cells 204 includes a highlight cluster of size one, i.e., one black pixel and fifteen white pixels. The centroid of the highlight cluster is included in opposite portions of the cells, i.e., the upper left or Northwest quadrant of the four-by-four matrix and the lower right or Southeast quadrant as opposite-shifted clusters. In the illustration, the each of the cells of the first section 204 represents a bit value of zero. Further, the first section 204 can include at least a pair of cells 208, 210 having opposite shifts of the first opposite-shifted cluster. For example, the value of cell 208 is a zero represented
with a Northwest shift and the value of cell 210 is also zero represented with a
Southeast shift.

[0024] The data-bearing medium 200 also can include a second section of a
plurality of cells 214 having at least one of a set of second opposite-shifted
clusters 216 representing a second value 231. The second value 231 can also
be a bit value. By way of illustration, the second section of cells 214 includes a
highlight cluster of size one, i.e., one black pixel and fifteen white pixels. The
centroid of highlight cluster is included in opposite portions of the cells, i.e., the
upper right or Northeast quadrant of the four-by-four matrix and the lower left or
Southwest quadrant as opposite-shifted clusters. In the illustration, each of the
cells of the second section 214 represents a bit value of one. Further, the
second section 214 includes at least a pair of cells 218, 220 having opposite
shifts of the second opposite-shifted cluster. For example, the value of cell 218
is one represented with a Northeast shift of the cluster and the value of cell 220
is also one represented with a Southwest shift of the cluster. In the example, the
plurality of cells 202 can provide an eight-bit payload along the adjacent cells of
0b001 10110, or 0x36.

[0025] Figure 3 illustrates a method 300 that can be employed to encode a
payload onto a data-bearing medium 302. At least one of a set of first opposite-
shifted clusters representing a first value of the payload is applied to a first
section of the data-bearing medium at 304. A combination of opposite shifts of
the first opposite-shifted cluster is included in the first section of the plurality of
cells at 306. A combination of second opposite-shifted clusters representing a
second value of the payload is applied to a second section of the data-bearing
medium at 308. At least a pair of opposite shifts of the second opposite-shifted
cluster is included in the second section of the plurality of cells at 310. The
number of clusters of either the first or second opposite-shifted clusters can be
an even or an odd number. The number of clusters can be zero or more.

[0026] The example method 300 can be implemented to include a combination
of one or more hardware devices and computer programs for controlling a
system, such as a computing system having a processor and memory, to
perform method 300 to encode a payload onto a data-bearing medium. In one
example, the system can include a printing device to print the first and second opposite shifted clusters as part of a data-bearing halftone image.

[0027] Method 300 can be implemented as a computer readable medium or computer readable device having set of executable instructions for controlling the processor to perform the method 300. Computer storage medium, or non-transitory computer readable medium, includes RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile discs (DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, universal serial bus (USB) flash drive, flash memory card, or other flash storage devices, or any other storage medium that can be used to store the desired information and that can be accessed by a computing system. Accordingly, a propagating signal by itself does not qualify as storage media.

[0028] Figure 4 illustrates an example data-bearing medium 400, such as a data-bearing halftone image having data-bearing clustered-dot halftones generated with a method such as method 300. Data-bearing medium 400 can include an example of data-bearing media 100, 200. The data-bearing medium 400 can comprise a halftone pattern including a region 402 having placeholders illustrating unshaded highlight cells 404 and shaded shadow cells 406 arranged in a checker-board pattern on the data-bearing medium 400. In one example, region 402 can represent a window captured with a data recovery system, and the data-bearing halftone pattern may extend outside of region 402. The cells 404, 406 in region 402 can correspond with data-bearing elements that may encode a digital payload. For instance, each data-bearing cell 404, 406, or carrier cell, can encode a bit of the payload. In one example of a halftone pattern, one of the highlight cells 404 or the shadow cells 406 are data-bearing cells and the other are not data-bearing cells. In one implementation, the payload may be repeated throughout the data-bearing medium 400. For example, the payload may be repeated on each line and encoded by circular shifting. Other examples of encoding the payload are contemplated.

[0029] A common example of a clustered-dot halftone can include an array 408 of two highlight cells 404 and two shadow cells 406 forming a checker-board
square pattern. Each highlight cell 404 and shadow cell 406 in the array 408 can include a matrix of four pixels by four pixels. Thus, the example array 408 is a matrix of eight-by-eight pixels. For the purposes of illustration, the pixels may be set as either black or white as the bi-tonal combination. Data may be carried on black clusters in the highlight cells 404, or highlight clusters, and on white clusters in the shadow cells 406, or shadow clusters. In dark areas of the carrier image, all sixteen pixels of each highlight cell 404 may become black and thus unable to carry data. In light areas of the carrier image, all sixteen pixels of each shadow cell 406 may become white and thus unable to carry data.

[0030] Figure 5 illustrates a common example of clusters 500 of sizes 5 × 10 one to sixteen for highlight clusters 502 and shadow clusters 504 in cells 5 × 12 having four-by-four matrix of pixels according to a common dither threshold array. The four-by-four highlight clusters 502 can adopt the shapes in which the size of the cluster includes the number of black pixels that comprise the cluster of the cell. The four-by-four shadow cluster 504 can adopt the shapes in which the size of the cluster includes the number of white pixels that comprise the cluster of the cell. The shadow clusters 504 in this example are inverses of the pixel color of the corresponding size of the highlight cluster 502. The dither template used in cluster-dot halftoning can dictate the cluster shapes for each size. The clusters are nucleated with centroids kept close to the center of the cell. Cluster sizes one through nine can execute a shift one pixel toward the bottom of the cell in the illustration and one pixel toward the right side or boundary of the cell in the illustration, or a Southeast shift, without translating out of the cell. Clusters sizes ten through fifteen execute a Southeast shift by translating pixels out of the cell. Further, the centroids of each cluster are within a single pixel of each other and span three quadrants of the cell.

[0031] Figure 6 illustrates another example of shifted clusters 600 for sizes one to fifteen 6 × 10 with respect to cell boundaries 6 × 12 for use with the data-bearing medium 400. Four collections 602, 604, 606, 608 of cluster sizes one through fifteen 6 × 10 are illustrated in various shifts with respect to cell boundaries of the same shape for each size. The collections 602, 604, 606, 608 are highlight clusters and can include corresponding shadows clusters (not shown), which
are the inverses of the pixel color of the highlight cluster. For example, collection 602 includes clusters having centroids in the Northwest quadrant of the cell, or the upper left quadrant in the illustration. Collection 604 includes clusters having centroids in the Southeast quadrant of the cell, or the lower right quadrant in the illustration. Collection 606 includes clusters having centroids in the Northeast quadrant of the cell, or the upper right quadrant in the illustration. Collection 608 includes clusters having centroids in the Southwest quadrant of the cell, or the lower left quadrant in the illustration. The collection of 602, 604, 606, 608 of highlight clusters can also include corresponding shadow clusters (not shown) that are determined by a different arrangement of collections. A data recovery system can detect the location of the centroid of each cluster with respect to the cell to determine the shift and the value represented with the cell. For example, a data recovery system can detect the cell quadrant of the centroid to determine if the cell encodes a first value or a second value.

[0032] Clusters 600 include shapes for sizes one to fifteen that provide for shifting of the centroid in each of four quadrants of the cell without translating the cluster out of the cell. The example shapes of the clusters 600 allow for data to be stored in clusters having sizes one through fifteen.

[0033] In one example, collections 602, 604 can be a first set of opposite-shifted clusters representing a first value, such as a binary zero. A cluster selected from collections 602, 604, as well as the corresponding shadow clusters, can represent the first value. In this example, collections 606, 608 can be a second set of opposite-shifted clusters representing a second value, such as a binary one. A cluster selected from collections 606, 608, as well as the corresponding shadow clusters, can represent the second value.

[0034] In this example, a first section of a plurality of cells having at least a set of first opposite shifted clusters can include clusters from collections 602, 604. At least one cluster from collection 602 and at least one cluster from collection 604 are included in the first section. Further, a second section of a plurality of cells having at least a set of second opposite shifted clusters can include clusters from collections 606, 608. At least one cluster from collection 606 and at least one cluster from collection 608 are included in the second section. In another
example, a first section of a plurality of cells of first opposite shifted clusters can include a combination of clusters from collection 602 and collection 604, while a section of a plurality of cells of a second opposite shifted clusters can include a combination of clusters from collection 606 and collection 608.

[0035] Other combinations of collections can be included as opposite-shifted clusters. For example, a data recovery system may detect the position of the centroid or other feature of the cluster with respect to a cell boundary or other feature of the cell, and opposite-shifted clusters include collections of clusters that have differentiating features for each size. In the present example, the position of the centroid of each cluster with respect to a cell can be determined with a data recovery system, and thus opposite-shifted clusters include collections that have differentiating centroids with respect to the cell boundaries. The present example includes shapes that place the clusters in various quadrants of the cells, but centroids or other features of the clusters can be placed in other regions or areas, or other combinations of quadrants, regions, or areas of the cell can be used as opposite-shifted clusters.

[0036] By shifting the centroids for clusters having the same value, data recovery systems can detect shifts without the benefits of fiducials or references images and in windows in which the values are all the same. Recovery systems can infer cell boundaries from opposite-shifted pairs of clusters representing the same value.

[0037] In one instance, at least one cluster of collection 602 and at least one cluster of collection 604 are included in a window captured by a recovery system to represent a first value if that first value is present in the window. In another instance, a combination of clusters of collection 602 and clusters of collection 604 are included in a window captured by a recovery system to represent a first value if that first value is present in the window. In a more particular instance, about half of the clusters representing the first value are from collection 602 and about half of the clusters representing the first value are from collection 604 in a window captured by a recovery system. In still a more particular instance, the clusters representing the first value are alternated between a cluster from collection 602 and from collection 604 along a line of the
data-bearing medium. Similarly, at least one cluster of collection 606 and at least one cluster of collection 608 are included in a window captured by a recovery system to represent a second value if that second value is present in the window. In another instance, a combination of clusters of collection 602 and clusters of collection 608 are included in a window captured by a recovery system to represent a first value if that value is present in the window. In a more particular instance, about half of the clusters representing the second value are from collection 606 and about half of the clusters representing the second value are from collection 608 in a window captured by a recovery system. In still a more particular instance, the clusters representing the second value are alternated between a cluster from collection 606 and from collection 608 along a line of the data-bearing medium. By alternating between clusters for each pair of opposite shifts for a given value, the average centroid will stay close to the center of the cell regardless of payload.

[0038] Designs of the collections 602 - 608 can range from favoring image aesthetics to favoring image recovery performance. Image aesthetics are enhanced for collections in which a cluster size does not change shape for a size and when the shift is limited to one pixel. Data recovery performance is improved as the centroids are further separated in the shifts. Clusters 600 provide an example of generally conservative centroid separation between shifts and the centroid shifts are limited to about one pixel. Further cluster sizes one through nine do not change shape. Clusters 600 can present an example for improved aesthetics in high performance data encoding and recovery systems.

[0039] Figure 7 illustrates an example of shifted clusters 700 for use with the data-bearing medium 400, in which the clusters 700 have a more aggressive shift or greater centroid separation between collections to improve data recovery. Four collections 702, 704, 706, 708 of cluster sizes one through fifteen 710 are illustrated in various shifts with respect to cell boundaries 712 of the same shape for each size. The collections 702, 704, 706, 708 are highlight clusters and can include corresponding shadows clusters (not shown), which are inverses of the pixel color of the highlight cluster. Collection 702 includes clusters having centroids in the Northwest quadrant of the cell, or the upper left
quadrant in the illustration. Collection 704 includes clusters having centroids in the Southeast quadrant of the cell, or the lower right quadrant in the illustration. Collection 706 includes clusters having centroids in the Northeast quadrant of the cell, or the upper right quadrant in the illustration. Collection 708 includes clusters having centroids in the Southwest quadrant of the cell, or the lower left quadrant in the illustration. The shapes and positions of the clusters for sizes one through eight in clusters 700 differ from clusters 600, and the shift of the centroids with respect to the cell boundaries is more pronounced in those sizes to improve in data recovery, which may come at the expense of image aesthetics.

[0040] A data recovery system can detect the location of the centroid of each cluster with respect to the cell to determine the shift and the value represented with the cell. For example, a data recovery system can detect the cell quadrant of the centroid to determine if the cell encodes a first value or a second value. A combination of two of collections 702 - 708 may be applied as a set of opposite-shifted clusters that that represent a first value and a combination of the other two of collections 702 - 708 may be applied as a set of opposite-shifted clusters that represent a second value. For example, collections 702, 704 may be a first set of opposite-shifted clusters representing a first value, such as binary zero, and collections 706, 708 may be a second set of opposite-shifted clusters representing a second value, such as binary one.

[0041] Clusters 600 and 700 illustrate two examples of intra-cell shifting, or shapes in which the pixels that make up the clusters are not translated out of the cell from shifting. In some instances, clusters that include pixels translated out of the cell can carry data as well. In a highlight region of an example halftone image, half the cells of the checkerboard arrangement are completely white while in a shadow region of the halftone image, half the cells of the checkerboard arrangement are completely black. In this example, the cells above, below, to the right, and to the left (or in the directions North, South, East, and West) of a halftone cell, or data-bearing cell, will be empty. In such instances, pixels of the clusters may be translated out of the cell in the shifts and still carry data as an inter-cell shift.
[0042] Figure 8 illustrates shifted clusters 800 sizes one to fifteen 810 with respect to cell boundaries 812 for use with the data-bearing medium 400, in which the clusters 800 have shapes including sizes with pixels translated out of the cell. Clusters 800 include shapes based on the cluster shapes of sizes one to fifteen of highlight clusters 814 selected from highlight clusters 502 of Figure 5. Four collections 802, 804, 806, 808 of cluster sizes one through fifteen 810 are illustrated in various shifts with respect to cell boundaries of the same shape for each size. The collections 802, 804, 806, 808 are highlight clusters and can include corresponding shadows clusters (not shown), which are inverses of the pixel color of the highlight cluster. Such corresponding shadows clusters (not shown) may also include variations on the inverses of the pixel color of the highlight cluster. Collection 802 includes clusters having centroids in the North section of the cell, or the upper section in the illustration. Collection 804 includes clusters having centroids in the South section of the cell, or the lower section in the illustration. Collection 806 includes clusters having centroids in the East section of the cell, or the right section in the illustration. Collection 808 includes clusters having centroids in the West section of the cell, or the left section in the illustration.

[0043] One example of a data recovery system detects the location of the centroid of each cluster with respect to the cell to determine the shift and the value represented with the cell. For example, a data recovery system can detect the cell section of the centroid to determine if the cell encodes a first value or a second value. A combination of two of collections 802 - 808 may be applied as a first set of opposite-shifted clusters that that represent a first value and a combination of the other two of collections 802 - 808 may be applied as a second set of opposite-shifted clusters that represent a second value. For example, collections 802, 804 may be a first set of opposite-shifted clusters representing a first value, such as binary zero, and collections 806, 808 may be a second set of opposite-shifted clusters representing a second value, such as binary one. Inter-cell shifting can be more aggressive than intra-cell shifting as the opposite-shifted centroids can be separated by a greater distance making for more robust data recovery performance.
[0044] In other examples, the shadow clusters of a given one or more sizes of one to fifteen are not merely inverses of the corresponding highlight clusters. In some examples, the shadow clusters of a given one or more sizes can assume different shapes than the highlight clusters. Further, in some examples, the shadow clusters representing a given value can assume different opposite shifts than the corresponding highlight clusters. For example, collections of highlight clusters can be intra-cell shifted in the ordinal directions of Northeast, Northwest, Southeast, and Southwest whereas the shadow clusters can be inter-cell shifted in the cardinal direction of North, South, East, and West. In such an example, the data recovery system can look for ordinal shifts in highlight clusters and cardinal shifts in shadow clusters to determine if a cell or region is a highlight or shadow. In this example, alignment can be improved by distinguishing between highlight clusters and shadow clusters.

[0045] Figure 9 illustrates an example encoding system 900 that can be used to create a data-bearing medium 902. In the example, the data-bearing medium 902 includes a data-bearing halftone image 904. Example system 900 includes a computing system 906 having a processor 908 and memory 910 that are configured to implement an example method of this disclosure, such as method 300, as a set of computer readable instructions stored in memory 910 for controlling the processor 908 to perform the method. In one example, the set of computer readable instructions can be implemented as a computer program 912 that can include various combinations of hardware and programming configured to operate on computing system 906. Computer program 912 can be stored in memory 910 and executed by the processor 908 to create the data-bearing halftone image 904 included on the data-bearing medium 902. In the example, the encoding system 900 receives a carrier image 914 and a payload 916 to encode into the image 914 via a data-bearing halftone image. In the example, the encoding system 900 also receives the medium 918 onto which the carrier image 914 is encoded.

[0046] In one example, the encoding system 900 includes a printing device - such as a printer, copier, fax machine, multifunction device including additional scanning, copying, and finishing functions, all-in-one device, or other devices
such as pad printers to print images on three dimensional objects and three-dimensional printers (additive manufacturing) to receive digital images or digital models from the computing system 906 and medium 918, such as plain paper, photo paper, labels, and other media, to produce the data-bearing medium 902. Other examples of data-bearing media are contemplated.

[0047] Although specific examples have been illustrated and described herein, a variety of alternate and/or equivalent implementations may be substituted for the specific examples shown and described without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. This application is intended to cover any adaptations or variations of the specific examples discussed herein. Therefore, it is intended that this disclosure be limited only by the claims and the equivalents thereof.
CLAIMS

1. A data-bearing medium, comprising:
   a section of a plurality of cells having a set of opposite-shifted clusters,
   wherein the plurality of cells includes a combination of opposite shifts of
   the set of opposite-shifted clusters representing a single value.

2. The data-bearing medium of claim 1 wherein the set of opposite-shifted
   clusters includes one of intra-cell shifted clusters and inter-cell shifted clusters.

3. The data-bearing medium of claim 1 wherein the set of opposite-shifted
   clusters includes one of highlight clusters and shadow clusters.

4. The data-bearing medium of claim 1 wherein the single value is a binary
digit including one of a zero and a one.

5. The data-bearing medium of claim 1 wherein the cluster size includes
   one of a clusters size from one to fifteen.

6. The data-bearing medium of claim 1 wherein for the single value,
   highlight clusters include a first set of opposite-shifted clusters having a first shift
   and shadow clusters include a second set of opposite-shifted clusters having a
   second shift.

7. The data-bearing medium of claim 1 wherein the pair of the opposite
   shifts of the first section includes shifts in the ordinal directions.

8. The data-bearing medium of claim 1 wherein the plurality of cells
   comprise a clustered-dot halftone of a carrier image.
9. A data-bearing medium, comprising:
   a first section of a plurality of cells having at least one of a set of first 
   opposite-shifted clusters representing a first value, the first section of the 
   plurality of cells including at least a pair of opposite shifts of the set of first 
   opposite-shifted clusters; and 
   a second section of the plurality of cells having at least one of a set of 
   second opposite-shifted clusters representing a second value, the second 
   section including at least a pair of opposite shifts of the set of second opposite- 
   shifted clusters.

10. The data-bearing medium of claim 9 wherein the first section and the 
    second section include a payload.

11. The data-bearing medium of claim 9 wherein the pair of the opposite 
    shifts of the first section includes shifts in one of the ordinal directions and in the 
    cardinal directions.

12. The data-bearing medium of claim 9 wherein the first section and second 
    section include alternating shifts of opposite-shifted clusters representing the 
    first value.

13. A non-transitory computer readable medium to store computer 
    executable instructions to control a processor to: 
    apply to the data-bearing medium at a first section of a plurality of cells of 
    a set of first opposite-shifted clusters representing a first value of the payload, 
    the first section of the plurality of cells including shifts of the first opposite-shifted 
    cluster; and 
    apply to the data-bearing medium at a second section of the plurality of 
    cells of a set of second opposite-shifted clusters representing a second value of 
    the payload, the second section of the plurality of cells including shifts of the 
    second opposite-shifted cluster.
14. The computer readable medium of claim 13 wherein the pair of opposite shifts in the first section include a first centroid shift and a second centroid shift wherein a half of the cells of the first section include the first centroid shift and another half of the cells of the first cells of the first section include the second centroid shift.

15. The computer readable medium of claim 14 wherein the first section includes alternating the first centroid shift and the second centroid shift.
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